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An excerpt from The Reflux Book
By Beth Pulsifer Anderson, “Defining Reflux”

! full description of reflu0 is 123 medicine and 123
careful 6ordin7. The simplest definition of reflu0 is
bac<6ashin7 of stomach contents into the esopha7us.
It is literally that simple.
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?ut, the 6ord re#$%& is a lot li<e the 6ord 'e(ress*on. It is commonly used to deA
scribe somethin7 that can ran7e from trivial and annoyin7 to somethin7 that is
very serious indeed. Chen somebody says they are depressed, they mi7ht be
tellin7 you they are upset over a temporary situation or they mi7ht be tellin7 you
that they have been hospitaliDed. The 6ord depression covers a very broad
spectrum. Eo does the 6ord reflu0.

Editorial assistance provided
by Elizabeth Crais Ph.D. CCC
SLP , Division of Speech and
Hearing Sciences, UNC-Chapel
Hill
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Occurrence of gastroesophageal reflux episodes (frequency)
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The real problem in describin7 reflu0 is that there are a million levels of reflu0 ran7in7 from normal to life
threatenin7. Eomeho6, I had to ta<e those million variations and 7roup them into useful cate7ories. !t the
same time, I have to e0plain 6hat reflu0 IELMT. NOH!EH, donMt 7et too hun7 up on the 6ay I divided reflu0
into three cate7ories. They are not set in stone and they are not the only 6ay to divide reflu0. Chen I 6as
as<in7 doctors to help us come up 6ith a definition, they all 7ave definitions that contradicted each other in
subtle 6ays. !nd every attempt at revision provo<ed ne6 discussions.
Eome revie6ers 6ere PlumpersM and 6anted to divide reflu0 into t6o cate7ories Jdisease and not diseaseK.
Qthers 6ere PsplittersM 6ho li<e more cate7ories. Eome call normal spit up PFastroesopha7eal Ieflu0M and
some said, PRonMt use a medical soundin7 term for somethin7 that is normal.M Eome doctors advised usin7
clinical terms throu7hout the boo< and others advised usin7 a more conversational tone and only usin7 cliniA
cal terms occasionally. Eome su77ested 7ivin7 you a list of every term you 6ill see if you read medical SourA
nals and ma7aDines. Qthers found the list too confusin7 or said to move terms to a different cate7ory T this
is 6hy you 6ill see some overlap in the terminolo7y table.
The cate7ories I use are the best compromise I could come up 6ith. They arenMt perfect, but they are reaA
sonably accurate and fairly easy to understand. !s< your doctors 6hat cate7ories they use.
There are many le7itimate 6ays to describe the various levels of reflu0. I chose to use theseU
Ieflu0 T The Lormal Hvent
Ieflu0 T The VonditionWIllness
Ieflu0 T The Risease

Reflux - The Normal Event
The simplest definition of reflu0 is the bac<6ashin7 of stomach contents up into the esopha7us and
occasionally out of the mouth. In fact, the 6ord reflu0 is Sust Oatin for reverse flo6.
?ut this isnMt a disease A it is a normal process that happens on occasion to almost everybody after
meals. !dults call it a X6et burpY and in babies, 6et burps often come up all the 6ay out of the mouth and
become <no6n as Xspit up.Y
Chen babies spit up a lot, the parents often 7et quite 6orried even thou7h the doctor 6ill vie6 the
spittin7 as more of a laundry problem than a true medical problem. Iest assured that occasional episodes
of reflu0 are very seldom cause for alarm. Hven a bit of spittin7 up after every meal can be perfectly normal
and harmless Jat least to the babyK. Roctors often refer to this as Xphysiolo7icY JnormalK reflu0.
If your child has this harmless level of reflu0, you 6ill not need to read the more technical parts of this
boo<, but you may find that the feedin7, diet and positionin7 ideas can help quite a bit.
The term Pnormal reflu0M or Preflu0 eventsM 6ill be used in this boo< 6hen it is necessary to distin7uish it from
other levels of reflu0.

Reflux - The Condition or Illness
[ost people, includin7 doctors, use the 6ords con'*t*on, *$$ness and '*sease to mean the same thin7,
but they arenMt quite the same.
!"#ntin'ed #n page 4/
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The medical definition of a con'*t*on is an e0cessive amount of 6hat healthy bodies normally do. In
this case, 6e are tal<in7 about an unusually lar7e number of reflu0 episodes. ! child 6ho e0periences an
e0cessive number of reflu0 episodes may require a lot of e0tra 6or<, but this is really a condition, not a disA
ease. JRisease is covered in the ne0t section.K
In medical lin7o, an *$$ness is 6hen the patient or their family quite ri7htly believes there is a probA
lem but it isnMt serious enou7h for the doctors to call it a '*sease. ! child 6ho fusses a lot durin7 feedin7
may be e0periencin7 reflu0 that ma<es her parent <no6 that somethin7 is 6ron7, but the doctor may not
thin< the problem is severe enou7h to treat 6ith medication.
It is quite natural to be 6orried 6hen your child is doin7 somethin7 all day lon7 that other children
only do occasionally. H0cessive reflu0 events or cryin7 can be quite stressful on parents and the 6hole
family.
The home care and copin7 strate7ies in this boo< may be quite useful for this level of reflu0. If your
child has this level of reflu0, it is also important for you to really understand the condition 6ell enou7h that
you can help monitor your child carefully. \er symptoms 6ill probably 7et better 6ith time, but if the sympA
toms 7et 6orse, she may 7et a dia7nosis of reflu0 disease, 6hich is described ne0t. Ieco7niDin7 problems
early can help reduce her sufferin7.
The term Preflu0 the conditionM 6ill be used in this boo< 6hen it is necessary to distin7uish this level of
reflu0.

Reflux - The Disease
Roctors define 7astroesopha7eal reflu0 '*sease JFHIRK, as re#$%& e(*so'es that ca%se so2e sort
o# 2eas%ra3$e (ro3$e2 or conse4%ence. Ce are bac< to careful 6ordin7 a7ain because no6 6e have to
define the 6ords (ro3$e2 and conse4%ence. Refinin7 2eas%ra3$e can also ma<e it tric<y.
It is hard for parents to believe that such a common medical problem doesnMt have a more precise
definition. In ]une ^22_, The Lorth !merican Eociety for Nediatric Fastroenterolo7y and Lutrition released
official XFuidelines for Hvaluation and Treatment of Fastroesopha7eal Ieflu0 in Infants and Vhildren.Y This
7roundbrea<in7 document is the best attempt so far to 7ather all the <no6led7e into a sin7le place and
7ive doctors su77ested courses of action to follo6 6ith their patients. The committee of doctors 6ho 6rote
the Fuidelines defined 7astroesopha7eal reflu0 disease this 6ayU 5astroeso(ha6ea$ re#$%& '*sease
758R:; occ%rs <hen 6astr*c contents re#$%& *nto the eso(ha6%s or oro(har=n& >2o%th ?throat?nose@ an'
(ro'%ce s=2(to2sA
The term Preflu0 diseaseM 6ill be used in this boo< 6hen it is necessary to distin7uish this level of reflu0.
Equishy Terminolo7y
! very simplistic definition of FHIR is easy to understand. ?ut, li<e the a7eAold problem
of 6ritin7 a definition for porno7raphy, it can be very tric<y to dra6 the line 6ith 6ords.
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Terms you [!d see used
to describe Reflux The
Normal Event

Terms you [!d see
used to describe Reflux
The Condition or Illness

Terms you [!d see used to
describe Reflux The Disease

#"Nhysiolo7ic reflu0
#"Farden variety reflu0
#"Epittin7Aup
#"?rits call spittin7Aup

#"! touch of reflu0
#"Cait and Catch reA

#"Fastroesopha7eal Ieflu0

possettin7 or spillin7

#"Cet burp
#"Ie7ur7itation
#"\armless reflu0 epiA
sodes

#"eolume reflu0 of infancy
#"LonAacid reflu0 events
#"\appy spitter
#"Fastroesopha7eal IeA
flu0 JFHI 6ithout the 6ord
disease addedK

Risease

flu0

#"FHIR Joften pronounced

#"[ild reflu0
#"H0cessive reflu0

to rhyme 6ith birdK

events

#"Fastroesopha7eal
Ieflu0 JFHIK

#"H0cessive spittin7Aup
Rr. Eears says, Xthe
\urtin7 VhildY

#"\eartburn JQften used to
mean the same as FHIR, but
it really Sust describes one parA
ticular symptomK

#"!cid Ieflu0 Risease Jthis
term is often used but is only
aa3 accurateK

#"LonAHrosive Ieflu0 RisA
ease JLHIRK

#"Oaryn7oA Nharyn7eal IeA
flu0 JONIK

#"Hmesis Jthis is actually
a 6ord for the stomach conA
tentsK
In real life, reflu0 does not have neat little bo0es 6ith neat little labels that ma<e it clear e0actly
6hich bo0 your child fits into. There is a lot of room for ar7ument over 6here to dra6 the line bet6een reA
flu0 the event, reflu0 the conditionWillness and reflu0 the disease. It may be hard to tell 6hich bo0 your baby
belon7s in.
If your baby has many reflu0 events and is 7ainin7 6ei7ht very slo6ly, do 6e call this reflu0 the
conditionWillness or reflu0 the disease` If your baby has many reflu0 events and has become uninterested
in eatin7, do 6e call this FHI or FHIR` !nd do you call it disease 6hen the number and frequency of epiA
sodes is clearly e0cessive but there is no measurable dama7e`
\ere is a quote from Eusan Qrenstein, [R in XNediatric Fastrointestinal [otility RisordersY J_aabK
about 6hen to call it c reflu0 diseasecU

!in$e ref)u+ i, pre,ent in norma) indi3idua),4 a $ontinuum from norma) to di,ea,ed e+i,t, 5it6 re,pe$t to ga,8
troe,op6agea) ref)u+9 :e ,6ou)d not define ref)u+ di,ea,e ,imp); <; t6e de3iation from norma) 3a)ue, of fre8
=uen$; of duration> 5e ,6ou)d demand t6at ,;mptom,4 6arm4 or di,a<i)it; mu,t <e produ$ed to meet our defi8
nition of di,ea,e9 ?6i, ma; <e diffi$u)t to determine4 6o5e3er9 @oe, t6e patient 56o 6a, pain indu$ed <;
a$idifi$ation4 <ut 56o doe, not 6a3e 6i,to)ogi$ e,op6agiti, Adamage to t6e e,op6agu,B or e,op6agea) d;,mo8
ti)it; Aanot6er t;pe of mea,ura<)e damageB4 6a3e ref)u+ di,ea,eC Df ,o4 it ma; often <e mi,,ed9 @oe, t6e pa8
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tient 56o 6a, norma) ref)u+ fre=uen$;4 <ut 56o o$$a,iona)); a,pirate, ref)u+ate A,toma$6 $ontent, enter t6e
)ung,B4 6a3e ref)u+ di,ea,eC Certain);4 <ut t6i, $our,e of e3ent, i, often e+treme); diffi$u)t to do$ument9
Eome people say that you call it disease JFHIRK 6hen the baby has s*6n*#*cant problems and call it
a condition 6hen the baby only has *ns*6n*#*cant problems from the reflu0 episodes. This is a 7reat idea, but
then 6e are bac< to definin7 more squishy 6ords.
In reality, reflu0 '*sease should probably be called reflu0 s=n'ro2e. ! syndrome is a medical probA
lem 6ith a 6hole bunch of different symptoms and each patient has different symptoms.
To order The Ieflu0 ?oo< 7o to 666.reflu0boo<.com or send payment Jf^2.22 plus f1.22 shippin7 and
handlin7K to Intensive Vare Narentin7, 1^1g ?uc<eysto6n Ni<e, suite h2i, jrederic<, [R, ^_g2b

!ditorial) The .enefits of a 2ry Spoon6 A Starting
Place by <risi .rackett MS SLP/AAA
Many of the children we treat with Cfeeding problemsE have varying
degrees of food refusal. Refusing food looks different with each child but
can include refusing all foods, accepting only a limited number of foods,
accepting foods that are not age appropriate or even preferring only certain
brands of foods.
Once the medical issues have been addressed and treated, how do we teach the child to accept foodsM Nutritious foodsM Including volume and variety of these foodsM
A good place to start is a dry spoon. Psing a dry spoon means a spoon without food. An infant size spoon (i.e., the maroon or hard plastic or rubber coated spoons) often works best. .y taking away the component of food, which is often scary for the child, will allow you as the therapist to
teach the child the basic oral motor requirements for taking the spoon.
More specifically)

1. The therapist presents the dry spoon saying CopenE.
2. The child opens his mouth, accepts the entire spoon in with pressure to the
tongue, lips close on the spoon, and then the spoon is pulled out.
3.Follow this with 20-30 seconds of a motivating reward.

Most children will realize quickly that there is nothing on the spoon, this is pretty easy, and they
get to play after the task. Practice is essential and I have my families practice 2 64 times per day
with the dry spoon protocol until it is an automatic response from the child and they no longer fear
the spoon. It is important to use a reward that the child is willing to work for[ Once they have mastered taking the dry spoon, we can move our way through dips, bites, volume, pre-chewing skills
and cup drinking utilizing the same structured protocol.
I have demonstrated this technique in my workshops on our demo patients and have been
able to teach children with total spoon refusal to take a dry spoon in about 5 minutes in front a
large group of people. ]e are basically breaking down spoon feeding into simple components
where the child can have success[
H#B" ]
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By: Debra A. Beckman, MS, CCC-SLP, SLP, Oral Motor Specialist
For many children with motor delays due to low muscle tone or cerebral palsy, the journey from breast or bottle to new utensils such as a cup or straw can be challenging. As your child
begins attending preschool and then kindergarten, he or she will be expected to drink independently, as most day care and school staff will have limited time to assist children during snacks and
lunch. Drinking enough during the day is very important for the health of all children. By working
together with your therapist, you can help to make this journey toward independence easier for
your child.
Why would using new drinking utensils be difficult? For most children, it is no problem. But
children with oral motor impairment need to develop the muscle control needed to open the jaw,
close the lips around the cup or straw, and control the lips, cheeks and tongue to draw the fluid into
the mouth while breathing and swallowing.
Often, a child with mild oral motor impairment has steady but slow weight gain. Real problems do not emerge until time to transition to new food types and utensils. It is important to find
the utensil that is easiest for your child to use for drinking as you and your therapist work to
change the child’s muscle control, so that your child will be able to drink from any utensil, or no
utensil - for example - at the water fountain.
The easiest drinking utensil is a flexible straw in a closed container, a straw bottle (see illustration). While the care giver controls the amount of liquid coming into the mouth, your child
needs to be able to do the following:
1. Lift the tongue to the roof of the mouth
2. Control the liquid as it comes into the mouth
3. Coordinate sucking, swallowing, breathing
To drink from a regular straw in an open container, like a
cup, your child needs to have a bit more control:
1. Lip strength to maintain lip seal around the straw
2. Lip rounding
3. Negative pressure to pull the liquid into the mouth
4. Lift the tongue to the roof of the mouth
5. Control the liquid as it comes into the mouth
6. Coordinate sucking, swallowing, breathing

!"#ntin'ed #n page 6/
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By: Debra A. Beckman, MS, CCC-SLP, SLP, Oral Motor Specialist
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To drink from a regular cup, your child needs even more control:
1. Head/neck control for extension/flexion
2. Internal jaw stability (strength)
3. Lip strength to maintain lip seal on the rim
4. Lip rounding
5. Negative pressure to pull the liquid into the mouth
6. Lift the tongue to the roof of the mouth
7. Control the liquid as it comes into the mouth
8. Coordinate sucking, swallowing, breathing
To improve your child’s oral control, you and your therapist work together in therapy and outside of meal time using Beckman Oral Motor Interventions. As you and your child work together with
your therapy team, day by day, your child can develop the muscle control needed to drink easily from
anything, even from a water fountain.
When your child is ready to begin drinking from an open cup (not a
sippy cup), it may be helpful to start out with a cut-out cup (see illustration). It is easy to make one out of a paper cup. Cut one side of the
paper cup ½” lower than the other side so that as you tip the cup up,
the cup does not hit the nose. This way, your child’s head can stay level,
as you present the liquid. If you sit behind your child, you can better
support the child’s head. Place the cup gently to his/her upper lip while
waiting for the lower lip to seal around the cup. Tilt the cup so that
the liquid touches the upper lip. This will usually cause the lower lip to lift up to the cup with the
tongue staying inside the mouth, not sticking out under the cup. Never push or force the head back.
This is dangerous and can cause choking. Practice this technique a little every day until your child is
drinking several ounces. Next, encourage your little one to place his or her hands around the cup with
yours and practice until there is enough of a comfort zone to permit complete independence. And
there you have it, a successful developmental milestone accomplished!
More information about oral motor patterns and Beckman Oral Motor Assessment and Intervention is available on the web site www.beckmanoralmotor.com .
Contact Information: Beckman & Associates, Inc, 1211 Palmetto Avenue, Winter Park, FL 32789,
407-647-4740,

H#B" a
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The Picky Eater
by kelly Rorfman, [.E., coAfounder of RRI reprinted 6ith permission from the RRI Jdevelopmental delay
resourceK 6ebsite, 666.devdelay.or7, i22AbagA2abb
Revelopmental delays and pic<y eatin7 frequently occur to7ether. Fenerally, neither clever recipes nor atA
tempts to hide healthy foods in cacceptedc ones 6ill correct poor inta<e. ?etter to determine the cause and
correct the problem from the inside out.
Problem 1: Sensory Misreading in the Mouth or Poor Oral-Motor Skills
! child 6ith tactile defensiveness often e0hibits hypersensitivity in the mouth andWor craves oral stimuA
lation, such as che6in7 on his clothes. Oo6 muscle tone in the mouth and face often coe0ists 6ith deeper
oralAmotor issues. Noor suc<in7, che6in7 and s6allo6in7 s<ills can cause 7a77in7 or terror merely bein7 near
food. Nassin7 a medical s6allo6 study does not 7uarantee that a child can che6 and s6allo6 consistently
and has the stamina to consume an entire meal.
Possible Solutions for Problems in the Mouth
! speech or occupational therapist 6ith oralAmotor trainin7 can help. Teachin7 the child to use an
electric toothbrush to massa7e JdesensitiDeK the mouth or to drin< from a stra6 can stren7then oralAmotor
s<ills and 7reatly reduce eatin7 an0iety. \elpful boo<s are Nro7ress 6ith Nuppets and Qut of the [ouths of
?abes.
Problem 2: Nutritional Deficiency
Noor eatin7 creates nutritional imbalances, 6hich further reduce appetite or increase carbohydrate
cravin7s. Reficiencies in Dinc and eitamin ?A_ contribute to anore0ia, but a specific nutrient deficiency need
not be present. Feneral malnutrition can contribute to disinterest in food, leadin7 to further malnutrition, reA
ducin7 appetite increasin7ly over time.
Possible Solutions for Nutritional Deficiencies
Vhildren cannot be forced to eat the necessary diet to correct malnutrition. Qnce they become malA
nourished, diet alone may not correct the deficiencies, particularly if children have poor absorption or delivery
of nutrients. ?est to use nutrient supplements 6ith moderate levels of a broad ran7e of vitamins JV, H, and ?A
lK and minerals Jma7nesium, molybdenum, chromium and seleniumK that are most deficient in a overly procA
essed diet. Oiquid nutrients are available for children 6ho refuse che6ables. Nills 7round up in a mortar and
pestle can be mi0ed 6ith froDen 7rape Suice concentrate, applesauce, strained pears, or, in desperate cases,
chocolate syrup.
Problem 3: Weak Digestive Function
Vhildren 6ith a history of reflu0, colic, frequent antibiotic use, aller7ies, diarrhea, constipation, and lo6
tone, often have a di7estive system that is immature, inflamed or inefficient. [ost cases are subtle, 6ith a
heavy or sin<in7 feelin7 accompanyin7 eatin7. These youn7sters are uncomfortable and tend to avoid eatin7,
becomin7 hi7h ris< for malnutrition. They do not <no6 ho6 a happy tummy feels, from lac< of comparison.
Possible Solutions for Weak Digestive Function
The Vomprehensive Ri7estive Etool !nalysis by Freat Emo<ies Oabs is one of several tests that
evaluate subtle di7estive issues. ! physician must order these tests.
!nother solution may be di7estive tonics. ! traditional remedy for 6ea< di7estion and internal inflamA
mation is 7in7er ctea;n made by boilin7 peeled root slices, then cooled and served a fe6 teaspoons at a time
Jpossibly 6ith honey for children older than oneK, several times per day.
Ri7estive enDymes in small amounts may increase appetite, but, if used in e0cess, can loosen stools
or cause intestinal crampin7. Ri7estive capacity diminishes as the day pro7resses, so, if tryin7 enDymes, alA
6ays start at dinner, the most problematic meal for poor di7esters.
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The Picky Eater
by kelly Rorfman, [.E., coAfounder of RRI reprinted 6ith permission from the RRI Jdevelopmental delay
resourceK 6ebsite, 666.devdelay.or7, i22AbagA2abb
Problem 4: Drug Side Effects
Etimulants such as Iitalin and Re0edrine decrease appetite. !ntibiotics can also reduce appetite by
increasin7 yeast over7ro6th and dama7in7 the intestinens linin7. deast over7ro6th can turn the intestines into
a fermentation machine. Chen yeast di7est su7ars, the intestines bloat, sendin7 either a cfullc si7nal or a call
for more carbohydrates.
Possible Solutions for Drug Side Effects
If stimulants severely affect the appetite, reAevaluate the sideAeffectWbenefit ratio. Etimulants are conA
trolled substances, and their use in a youn7 child should yield hu7e benefits to Sustify the lon7Aterm costs
Jboth <no6n and un<no6nK. If stimulants are deemed absolutely necessary, feed the child dinner foods for
brea<fast, because he 6ill eat little 6hile the dru7 is in the system. !fter school, 6hen the medicine is brea<A
in7 do6n, feed a second dinner, rather than snac<s. Then at gU22 pm, brin7 out the lo6Asu7ar cereal, toast
and snac<s.
!lthou7h pic<y eatin7 can be interpreted as a behavioral issue and treated 6ith behavioral modificaA
tion, it frequently has nutritional causes. ?y playin7 detective, parents can determine cA6hich solution is ri7ht
for an individual child.
The Picky Eater, Part 2
The first article on pic<y eatin7 addressed biomedical and sensory reason for eatin7 problems. Iulin7 out or
treatin7 these oral motor and di7estive issues is al6ays the top priority 6hen tryin7 to improve the diet. The
ne0t step is devisin7 a 6or<able plan that encoura7es better eatin7 and do6nplays resistance.
Accidental Negative Reinforcement
Narentin7 a child 6ho refuses to eat is distressin7. \ours can be 6asted on creative dishes that are
spit out. jrustration 6ith the childMs ri7idity leads to fruitless ne7otiations and bribes. Chen inducements fail,
yellin7 is ne0t. det this inordinate amount of focused attention XaccidentallyY reinforces the very conduct that
needs chan7in7. Vhildren need attention and they 6ill accept it 6hether it is positive or ne7ative.
Hatin7 behavior is tric<y to address because even a child 6ith severe developmental delays can reA
fuse food. Neople li<e to have po6er over their environment. Vhildren 6ith sensory issues have a stron7er
need to control their surroundin7s in order to lessen their an0iety. In the hopes of avoidin7 an7ry scenes,
sympathetic parents 7ive up. Fivin7 in also reinforces the stuc< behavior by enablin7 poor eatin7.
Don’t Force, Don’t Give in
To encoura7e children to eat better, stic< to your 7oals 6ithout forcin7. Nositive chan7e happens 6hen
parents ta<e char7e of their o6n behavior. ?ecause the child is closely lin<ed to the parent, he must shift in
response. Nsychotherapists insist that you cannot chan7e another person but you can affect the dynamics of
the relationship by chan7in7 yourself.
Encouraging the Picky Eater
Step 1- Work on one food at a time. ! ne6 food everyday is over6helmin7. Nic< one item that
6ould improve the diet. If a child already eats ice cream and mil<, puddin7 is not qualitatively better. Vonsider
fruits, ve7etables or protein foods Jli<e small pieces of chic<enK. These foods are often missin7 in the diets of
fussy eaters.
H#B" b
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The Picky Eater
by kelly Rorfman, [.E., coAfounder of RRI reprinted 6ith permission from the RRI Jdevelopmental delay
resourceK 6ebsite, 666.devdelay.or7, i22AbagA2abb
Vhoose a version of the food close in te0ture to other foods the child eats. kids preferrin7 soft creamy
foods mi7ht handle applesauce or pureed chic<en soup. jor those dra6n to crunch try peeled cucumbers or
thinly sliced apple. !lso consider foods the child li<ed in the past but no lon7er eats.
Step 2- Give your child a small “job”. Oearnin7 to eat 6ell is a Sob. The child should be told ahead
of time that their Sob is to learn to eat healthy foods li<e Hlmo, Thomas the Tan< Hn7ine or some other fi7ure
they li<e. Their XSobY is a doable tas<, such as ta<in7 one bite or in e0treme cases, pic<in7 up the food. HnA
coura7e them to help you select the food by 7ivin7 them several choices.
Step 3- Acknowledged only positive behavior. [ost fussy eaters 6ill say, XnoY, 6hen as<ed
6hether they 6ant pears or baby carrots. If this happens say, XI see you need help choosin7, so I 6ill pic< this
time. dou can choose ne0t time.Y The child can then see that lac< of cooperation chan7es nothin7.
jood appearin7 at dinner Ja better time than the mornin7K is another opportunity for the child to see if
resistance 6or<s. keep discussion about the XSobY to a minimum. If the tas< is accomplished, stay 6arm and
connected. !ct li<e you <ne6 he could do it all alon7. If the child refuses or thro6s a fit, briefly ma<e sure he
is safe and 6al< a6ay. Eay you 6ill return 6hen he calms do6n.
If the Sob is unfinished, become unavailable for anythin7 else the child 6ants until it is. Eadly, the Te
and computer cannot be turned on. dou 6ould love to 7o to the par<, as soon as the Sob is done. Ro not
threaten, XIf only you 6ould eato..Y. Instead utiliDe 6hen; then. Chen you are finished eatin7, then 6e can
read a story. If the child 6anders around all evenin7 6ithout eatin7 the food, simply comment that tomorro6
you 6ill be 6or<in7 on the Sob a7ain.
Step 4- If you are losing your temper; take a time out. Ce 6ant to teach children that cooperatin7
6or<s. This means stayin7 calm, 6hen they are frustrated and misbehavin7. !fter a lon7 day, this can be
challen7in7. Chen you reach your limit, 7ive yourself a time out. jorcin7 the child into timeAout re6ards bad
conduct 6ith increased interaction. dour child needs you to stay calm, so he can 7et calm.
?y focusin7 on positive attempts at eatin7, youn7sters learn to 7et attention by cooperatin7. Cith consistent
application of this principle, even the most finic<y eater can e0pand his palate.
Hmail kelly at kellyp<ellydorfman.com
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Sequence of a normal swallow
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Case by Case……. Food refusal and acceptance using a
structured behavioral program in the home
History: Dustin was 2 years, 3 months at the start of our treatment in early
intervention. His diagnoses included: 30 week gestation, intrauterine growth
retardation, g-tube for all nutrition, liver disease and inguinal hernia repair.
His gastrointestinal history included a long history of vomiting (birth – 2 years) and milk intolerance.
He was NG fed from birth until 18 months at which time he received a g-tube. He had 2 normal bowel
movements per day. He was currently on Prevacid and has been tried on Erythromicin, Reglan, and Periactin with no change. A ph probe and UGI in the past were normal.
He had been in oral motor sensory therapy for 1 ½ years with poor improvement.
Feeding: Dustin’s feeding at the time consisted of bolus g-tube feeds of Neocate which appeared well tolerated. He was offered oral feeds (crunchy solids and milk throughout the day) which he chewed and then
expelled onto a plate. He did not swallow any of his oral foods.
Treatment: Our treatment plan consisted of breaking down the components of oral feeding into steps
where Dustin could have success. I asked his parents to stop giving him foods that he chewed and spit. In
general, I like to reward or support behaviors we want and eliminate behaviors we don’t like. I felt that he
was “learning” to spit out all of his foods. However, his parents who had been struggling with his eating felt
that despite his spitting of the food it was the only thing he did with food and were reluctant to stop the
behavior. We agreed to limit it.

1. We first taught him to accept a dry or empty spoon for a reward (20-30 seconds of play). He was able
to do this after one session but we had his parents practice daily for a week.
2. Next, we dipped the spoon in applesauce and asked him to take the dip spoon for a reward.
Over the next few months, we added more volume to the spoon so that Dustin learned to take a bite and
swallow the puree. Then we added a variety of flavors.
Typically, I like parents to practice 2-4 times per day, however, because Dustin was in daycare his
parents could only practice 1 -2 times. In about 6 months, he learned to take 6-8 ounces of purees at a session. He continued to spit foods out at daycare and at home. This continued until he turned 3 and our therapy ended.
My advice to his parents at discharge centered around the idea of practice. Dustin had proven that
he could have success with the program. The only way to get him off of his feeding tube would be to allow
him multiple practice sessions per day to increase volume of purees, to eliminate the spitting behavior, and
then teach him to chew. I had 3 ideas for increasing practice: his parents could take some time off of work
to increase the intensity of the program, train a student to go into the daycare to feed, or go to an intensive
feeding program.
Outcome: I lost touch with his parents over the next year and I often thought maybe I was too hard on
them at the end with my suggestions. However, I recently received a call from his mother. They are removing Dustin’s g-tube now at age 4. They needed time to incorporate the oral feeding sessions into their busy
schedule but because of the consistent approach that emphasized oral acceptance and swallowing for a reward, they were able to transition him off of the feeding tube successfully. She called to let me know the
techniques they learned allowed them to transition him off the tube as well as troubleshoot through rough
periods such as illness and changes in schedule. Eating became easier and easier for Dustin and is now
something he enjoys!
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Itʼs Time to Reorder The Pediatric Feeding & Dysphagia Newsletter!
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The price $48.00/year or $12.00/issue stays the same!
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Current invoice is attached to the email. Please note that this renewal only is for 6 issues
from July 08̶December 2009 (issues distributed July 08, Oct 08, Jan 09, April 09, July
09, Oct 09). This will allow the Newsletter year to change in 2010 to a calendar year subscription from January̶December.
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Upcoming issues to include: articles written by experts, current research, printable handouts
to use in practice, case studies, Q & A, and recommendations. Please email suggested
topics/comments!

On the Research Front:
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This study compared oral stimulation with those of oral support on nonnutritive sucking and feeding
parameters in preterm infants. The oral stimulation protocol included stimulation of the cheeks, lips,
and tongue to improve muscle contractibility, strength, and orientation of reflexes. Oral support involved chin and cheek support to aid deglutition. Results showed that oral support applied alone enhances sucking parameters and feeding performance, and reduces the transition time to oral feeds.
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This study compared prevalence of GI symptoms in children with autistic spectrum disorders (ASD)
and children with typical development. In the sample, a history of GI symptoms was elicited in 70%
of children with ASD compared with 28% of children with typical development and 42% of children
with developmental delay. Abnormal stooling patterns and food selectivity was more common in children with ASD.
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Authors review a biobehavioral approach to the assessment and treatment of feeding disorders. This
includes; the development of feeding behaviors, behavioral assessment and treatment strategies,
and psychology on an interdisciplinary team as well as inpatient behavioral programs.
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